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L ABSTRACT

Modeling spatiotemporal applications is a
complex task involving intricate issues, such as
the representation of objects’ position in time,
and spatial attributes that change values
depending on specific locations in time
periods. Due to this complexity, the analysis of
users’ requirements-as the first phase of an
application development methodology-is often
rteg~ected, focusing, mainly, on physical design
aspects. In this paper, we address the set of
spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal concepts
as they are drawn from users’ needs. The goal
k to support the developer’s better
understanding about spatiotemporal
applications, by providing the concepts and
the notations needed in such environments;
these concepts wiIl, later, be translated into
specf~c constructs and implementation issues.
More specifically, space, spatiul objects, spatial
adributes,jidds, time and ntodek of time are
presented and then combined to accommodate
spatiotemporal peculiarities, resulting into the
new, spatioternporal, concepts of sn4zps7zots,
changes, and verswm of objects and maps,
motion andpkenonzena. Examples taken from
two real large-scale applications show the
necessity and adequacy of the presented
concepts.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Spatiotemporal applications enjoy a lot of attention over the
last years. The combination of space and time, expressed
by–just to mention a few–the need to observe objects’
motion in space over time and then predict possible routes
of them, or by studying phenomena, such as a “storm,”
which move over time, appears emerging.

In the last decade, the information systems, and more
specifically, the database research community, gave
valuable results in modeling and retrieving, on the one
hand, Sp&l objects [9] [15] [23], and on the other, objects
in a temporal flamework [10] [11] [12] [16]. Some other
efforts fall in the spectrum of the spatiotemporal systems,
i.e., deal with combined spatial and temporal information:
[17] proposes a design support environment for
spatiotemporal databases focusing on the integration of time
application data. [1] presents a generic model consisting of
objects, states, events and conditions for explicitly
representing casual links with a spatiotemporal GIS. [23]
proposes a unified model for information which is
referenced to hvo spatial dmensions and two temporal
dimensions (database and event times). [6] presents a set of
design patterns for spatiotemporal processes expressed in an
object-relationship data model. Finally, in this spectrum,
domain experts give their own solutions and modeling
techniques to these issues, mainly driven by the need for
fast and applicable answers. The result is spatiotemporal
systems tightly coupled with specific software and hardware
(see for example [2] [3] [24] for the use of ArclInfo in
environmental modeling).

It is clear that despite the many efforts, the spatial and
temporal research areas have no6 yec met satisfactorily.
The main reasons lie in the complexity of their components:
space by itself is a complex and intricate issue, involving,
among others, position of objects, and spatial attributes that
change values depending on specific locations. On the other
hand, research on temporal issues is related mainly to
physical design aspects and improvements of systems
performance [13].



In thk paper we address the concepts involved in a
spatiolemporal ewironmen~ as they are drawn in users’
requirements. The goal is to support the developer’s better
understadng of spatiotemporal applications, by providing
the concepts and the notations needed in such environments;
these concepts, will later be manslated into specific
constructs and implementation issues. hfore specifically, the
concepts of snapshots, chang~, and versions of objects and
~i~ps, motion and phenomena are presented and then
combined to accommodate spatiotemporal needs.

The contribution of tis work is described as follows:

(a) The recording and presentation of user requirements for
spatiotemporal applications, based on the experience from
two real large-scale projects ([22] for the desi=~ and
development of a nehvork utility management systenL and
[5] for the desi=~ of a cadastral database). We see tie users’
requirements analysis as one of the phases of an application
deve~oprnent methodology, including, among others,
conceptual and logical modeling, and implementation. This
phase is essential, as methodological and correct analysis of
requirements leads to a set of concepts, necessary for the
representation of the application’s information. It is
important to point out that we only deal with modeling
requirements. We are not aware of any relevant work at this
level; no recording of spatiotemporal users’ requirements
exists in literature.

(b) An exhaustive presentation and discussion of the
necessary spatial and temporal concepts one should take
into account when he/she desk with the modeling of user
requirements. Here, we clar@ concepts and expressions for
t%rthercommunic~tion without ambiguities.

(c) The combination of the spatial and temporal concepts,
resulting into new spatiotemporal concepts, such as
snapkots, changes and versions of objects and maps,
motion and phenomena. Then, we show how these concepts
meet the previously listed user needs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3
discusses the set of requirements for a spatiotemporal
application environment- In Section 4, the spatial, temporal
and spatiotemporal concepts are presented and analyzed,
and formal expressions are given, moreover, analogies
behveen the spatial and temporal dimension are presented.
Section 5 shows how these concepts meet the modeling
requirements of spatiotemporal applications. We conclude,
in Section 6, with the summary of this work and future
resenrch plans.

3. SPATIOTEMPOR4L APPLICATIONS
Spatiotemporal applications fall into the category of data
intensive applications, often referred to as “non-standard”,
includhg, among others, mukimdl% VLSI design, and
artificial intelligence based systems. They dfier horn
business data processing-exemplified by the “supplier-
mpplies-parts” parad@n–in a variety of ways, centered
around the support of complex objects and relationships

among them, and long transactions. In addition,
spatiotemporal applications deal with objects whose
position in space, as well as the change of it over time,
matters. Modeling space is, conceptually, an open problem,
and computationally very dit%cult. As a consequence to be
positioned in space, each object is related to every other in
complex ways, partially captured by spatial relationships.
To make things even more complicated, there is the need to
record past states such as history of “forest fires,” and to
study geographical phenomen% such as the birth, motion
and death of a “storm” over time.

Three different kinds of spatiotemporal applications can be
distinguished, based on the type of data they manage

(a) applications dealing with moving objects, such as
navigational; in these, objects change position in time, for
example, a moving “car” on a road network,

(b) applications involving objects located in space, whose
characteristics, as well as their position, may change in
tim~ for example, in a cadastral information system,
%ndparcels” change positions by changing shape, but they
do not “move,” and

(c) applications dealing with objects which inte~ate the
above two behaviors; for example, in environmental
applications, “pollution” is measured as a moving
phenomenon which changes properties and shape over time.

For the design and implementation of such complex
environments, it is important to follow structured
application development methodologies; the benefits of
using them (ease of maintenance, portability, and
expandabil@ among others) have been praised in
theoretical [4] [7], as well as in practical works [14] [22]. A
typical application development methodology
includes–among others-the phases of requirements
analysis, conceptual and logical modeling and
implementation. Models, tools and techniques are available
in each phase for the transition to the next one.
Requirements analysis plays an essential role, as its main
objective is to collect the set of concepts and operations on
them that are involved in an application environmen~ based
on description given by the users. Later, these concepts are
translated into specific modeling constructs provided by
semantic and logical models, and finally into
implementation issues and details.

In the next section we give a set of spatiotemporal modeling
requirements, taking examples from the above three
application categories. Later (in Section 4), we analyze and
combine the concepts involved into these requirements.

3.1 Spatiotemporal Modeling Requirements
Based on theoretical research [19] [21] as well as applied
experience ([22] for the design and development of a
nehvork utility management system, and [5] for the design
of a cadas(ral database) the following set of spatiotemporal
requirements, at the modeling level, is drawn



● Need for representation of objects with position in space
and existence in time. Consider the example taken from a
milhy management information system in which
“waterpipes” are objects occupying certain parts of space at
certain time periods.

● Wed to capture the change of position in space over
time. Depend@ on the type of application we are
interested, two different changes of positions matter

(a) conrhuous change, which resuk into motion. For
example, in a navigational system, the continuous
change of a “vehicle’s”position.

(b) discrete chang~, such as, the change of the shape of
objects over time. An example taken from a cadastral
system [5] reflects this need a “kmdparce~ has a
position in space at some point in time. When it
changes shape (e.g., a new part of land is attached to it)
its position changes however, it is not considered a
moving objecc as in the previous case. Shape is one of
the four components, which fblly and non-redundantly
define positio~ the others are size, orientation and
cen.troid. Similarly to shape, the other three
components of position can change overtime.

● Need for the definition of rdmibutes of space (spatial
attributes) and organization of them into Zayers or fields,
i.e., thematic maps. For example, “soil erosion” is a
property of space organized in a layer, representing sets of
regions (with different values). Spatial attributes can be
visualized as continuous (e.g., “temperature”) or as discrete
(“soil type”).

● NTeed to capture the change of spatial attributes over
time. Changes-1ike changes of positions, previously-an be
discrete (e.g., changes on a map of “kmdparcels” or
“vegetation”) or continuous (change of “temperature”).

● Need to connect spatial attributes to objects. For
example, a landparcel has “soil type” as an attribute. The
“soil lyp” is an attribute of space and landparcels inherit
part of iL

● Need for the representation of spatial relationships
among objects in time. For example, “in 1990, “waterpipe”
WI%90 crosses ‘%ndparce~ LP3760.”

. Need for the representation of relationships among
spatial attributes in time. For example, the “soil type” is a
result of the combination of the “acidity” and the
“corrosivity” of soil.

. Need to speci~ spatiotemporal integrity constraints,
imposed either by the user, or by the desiager for the
inte=tity of the database. For example, “replace all
“wzterpipes” which are more than 20 years old, located in
areas witi “soil erosion” higher than 6070.

4. CONCEPTS OF A SPATIOTEMPORAL
ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we discuss concepts involved in a
spatiotemporal database environment via the users’
requirements presented above. Firstly, the spatial and
temporal concepts are given independently, and then, are
combined.

A database is a collection of objects, which represent part
of the real world. Each object belongs to an object ckzss,
which is characterized by a set of properties or attributes.
Each attribute is associated with a domain, which is a set of
values. So, each object in a database instance is represented
by a set of values, each belonging to the domain of the
corresponding attribute of the object class. A database is
called spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal if it manages
spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal concepts, respectively.
NexGwe describe these concepts.

4.1 Spatial Concepts
In order to start a discussion about spatial concepts, we,
firs~ need to refer to space. Then, we shall locate objects on
it (spatial objects). Moreover, space has attributes, which
are represented as layers. Objects and layers are orthogonal
and complementa~~ views of space.

4.1.1 Space
Space is a set. The elements of space are called points,
while finite sets of points (i.e., subsets of space, which can
be point lines or regions) ase called geometncjigures. Any
set will do for spac~ however for practical purposes of
current spatiotemporal applications, space is modeled as a
subset of R3. Z3, Z2, Z, R2 and R are the most common
subsets used in practice. AU specific examples in this paper
use R2as space, without affecting any discussion.

4.1.2 Spatial Objects
Objects in real world have a position in space. In specific
application environments, objects’ position in space matters
and these objects are called spatial objects. For example, a
moving “car” in a navigational system has position, as well
as a “kmdparce~ in a cadastral system. Position p of objects
is a function from objects to parts of space.

p: spatia_objects 9 G

where, G is a finite set of geometric figures.

4.1.3 Spatial Attributes
As said before, objects have attributes which characterize
them. Spatial objects have, apart from descriptive attributes,
also spatial attribute for example “vegetation” of a
%ndparcel.” Values of spatial attributes depend on the
referenced position and not on the object itself. If the spatial
object “landparcel” changes position, then the value of
“vegetation” will change. More specifically, spatial
attn”butes are properties of space, and spatial objects
located in specific positions inherit parts of these attributes.
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However, not all spatial objects have spatial attributes; this
depends on the application requirements. For example, no
spatial attribute can be assi=~ed to a moving “car”, while
many (e.g., “vegetation”. “soil type”) can be assi=~ed to a
“kmdparcel.”

4.1.4 Layers or Fields
Spatial attributes refer to the whole space and can be
represented as layers (or jiekk) representing one theme
(i.e., thenuztz”cmaps). Informally speaking, a layer L is a
representation of a spatial attribute. Formally speaking, a
layer is a function fi-om geometric fi=mes to attribute
domains

~ G +~]X&X.. .@k

where, G is a finite set of geometric figures and Di, with
Ici+ are domains of values. In other words, a layer is a set
of geometric I&mes (which are points, lines, regions or
combinations of them) with associated values.

There are two basic types of Iayer~ (a) those representing
fimctions with continuous rang% for example,

“temperature: or “erosion,” and (b) those reprwnti~

functions with range of discrete values for example,
“vegetation” represented as set of regions.

The concepts of spatial objects and layers are orthogonal.
Consider the example illustrated in Fi=me 1: a “kmdparcel”
has “vegetation,” “soil type” and “elevation” as attributes.
Whi]e layers (e.g., “vegetation”) exist all over the space,
objects (e.g., “kmdparcel”) exist in certain positions and
inherit parts of layers’ values; just those that refer to the
objects’exact position.

Q
./Y*/

...- %--d. >--c.low;?~:

Iandparcel

vege~tion

soil type

elevation

Fi.mre L Spatial objectsand layers are orthogonalin space.

4.2 Temporal Concepts
The dkcussion about temporal concepts includes the
assumption we make about time, aspects of time that are
recorded in the &abase, as well as models of times that are
used.

4.2.1 Time
In literature many different models of time are presented.
Some authors [S] even propose taxonomies of time. In our
work we assume a linear ordered dine line, isomorphic to a

finite subset of the natural numbers. The elements of this set
are termed chronons.

4.2.2 Aspects of Time
When talking about time in databases, we refer to the
temporal aspects of the real world that can be captured in
the database. In literature the temporal aspects of
transaction time and valid time are of foremost importance.
Valid time shows when a fact is true- For example,
“landparcel LP9S70 was split into two others in 1990.” In
terms of implementation, it can be viewed as a classical
attribute of a tuple, denoting when the information recorded
by the explicit attributes of a tuple is true in the modeled
reaMy. Transaction time, on the other hand, shows when
information is recorded in the database. For example, the
information that “kmdparcel LP9S70 was split into two
others, is recorded in the database in 1995.” Transaction
time is a system attribute, keeping track of when tuples were
inserted and “deleted” in the database. Deletion, here,
stands not for physical deletion but for assigning an end
transaction time to a tuple that is different from the value
now, denoting present time.

4.2.3 Models of Time: Time points vs. Time intervals
Two basic models of time are used to record facts and
information of a databastx time points and time intervals. A
time point tlis considered as one chronon, while a time
interval [t&J,withk,h time points and mSk, has duration
and is defined as set of chronons. Tme points and time
intervals can record (or, represent) valid or transaction time.
Finally, we define a time period as a set of time points, time
intervals or any combination thereof.

There are two basic facts for which we want to record time:
events and states. An event occurs at an exact time point,
i.e., an event has no duration. Example events are a “car
crash,” “sunrise,” etc. A state is defined for each chronon in
a time interval, hence it has a duration. For example, a
“meeting” takes place from 9am until 1lam.

4.3 Spatiotemporal Concepts
In the previous sections we described the concepts of the
spatial and temporal domain, separately. In the following,
we combhe them. We start by simply recording the spatial
view (i.e., objects and layers) in time (time point and time
interval); the result is new, spatiotemporal, concepts. Since,
in this paper, we are only interested in the geometry of
spatial objects and layers, for reasons of simplicity, we use
the word “spatial object” instead of “position of spatial
object.”

4.3.1 Spatial Objects in Time points
Recording a spatial object in a time point results into taking
a snapshot of it. For example, for a moving “vehicle” in a
route network we can record its “new” position in time
points tl,...,~. In the same way, as a “landparcel” changes
its shape (e.g., spli~ expanded etc), we capture snapshots of
it in time.
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4.3.2 $xzthl Objec$s in Time intervals
Recording a spatial object in a time inten’al is translated
into capturing its evolun-on over time, i.e., capturing the
possible changes of its position overtime-

Depending on the type of change, different spatiotemporal
concepts are involved:

(a) if the change is continuozis, we capture motion of
objects. For example, a car changing its position
continuously, is moving. We refer to the change of the
position on a continuous basis as motion.

(b) if the change is discrete, we capture changes of objects,
through this time interval. Consider the example of
recording a “landparcel” in [1995,1997], which changes
shape. The changes of shape are discrete, and onIy the
swes of the kmdparcel before and after the change matters,
not during the change. One could see the dkcrete changes
of an object during a time interval as shapshots of that
objec$ taken in time points of this time interval.

4.3.3 Spatial Objects in Time periods
If we record an object in time points of the same time
period then we capture versions of that objecc in other
words, versioas of an objec~ are rekzted (through its
identig) snapshots of it. For example a %mdparcel”
changing its shape in the period [1990,1998] gives dfierent
versions of i~

However, we may want to record specific appearances of an
object in sometime points of a time period, without relating
them to previous ‘ornext ones. In this case, the result is
snapshots of the object. For example, in [1990, 199S] the
changes of a “landparcel” give different versions of ig but
when it changes ownership, it gets new identity, becoming a
new objec~

Similarly, if we record an object in time intervals of the
same time period, depend@ of the nature of the object we
capture changes (e.g., change on a “kmdparcel”) or nwtion
(change on “car’s”position) of i~

4.3.4 Layers in Time points
This combination results into taking snapshots of a layer.
For example, the recording of the “vegetation” (of an area
of interest) in May 5, 1990, gives a specific vegetation map
of that area. In other words, to make the analogy to layers
(Section 3.1.4), here, we talk about temporal Lzyers iZ,
where 7Z i~

ZL T+ L and L: G + D1XDS.BJ,

where, Tis a finite set of time points of the time line.

4.3.5 Layers in Time intervals
Similarly to Section 4-3.2, recording a layer in a time
interval is manslated into capturing its evolution over time,
i.e., capturing the possible changes of it-

Depending on the Qpe of change, we deal with dfierent
spatiotemporal concepw.

(a) if the change is continuous, then it is understood as
phenomenon [18]; for example, the birth, spread and death
of a “storm.” So, we refer to the continuous change of a
layer as phenomenon.

(b) if the change is discrete, we capture changes of the
layer, through the time interval. Consider the example of
observing the map of “vegetation” (of an area of interest) in
[19S0,1990]. One could see the discrete changes of a layer
during a time interval as shapshots of it, taken in time points
of this time interval.

4.3.6 Layers in Time periods
If we record a layer in time points of the same time period,
then we capture versions of that laye~ in other words,
versions of a layer, are related (through its identity)
snapshots of ic for example, the appearance of “fues” in
Greece in [1990, 1998]. Again, a layer in a specific time
point of the time period is a snapshot.

Finally, observing a layer in time-intervals of a time period
results into observing a phenomenon, or discrete changes of
it.

The following table shows all the combinations of the
spatial and temporal domain, resulting in the new,
spatiotemporal, concepts of snapshot, change, motion,
version and phenomenon.

Time point

Spatial object

snapshot

Layer

snapshot
(temporal layer)

Time interval

Time period

motion
change

snapshot
version
motion
change

phenomenon
change

snapshot
version
phenomenon
change

Table 1: Combiig spatial and temporal concepts.

4.4 Analogies Between the Spatial and
Temporal Domain

Although not always clear, space and time have a set of
analogies, in terms of concepts needed to capture spatial
and temporal information, respectively. Here, we help the
developer’s better understanding about spatiotemporal
applications, by showing that the concepts we chose to
model and interrelate are not only the result of the users’
requirements analysis phase, but are also governed by an
analogous rationale.

Space has attributes (i.e., spatial attributes) which are
represented in layers. A layer is a set of points, lines, and
regions or any combination thereof, with rusociated values,
which are the values of the represented spatial attribute.
Spatial objects occupy positions in space. Spatial objects
are orthogonal to layers, as they inherit parts of their values,
depending on their position in space.
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Analogously, time is represented in time lines. In practice,
we consider dxfferent time lines for dKferent application
environments. For example, the time line for a forest fire
management system is different horn the time Iine for a set
of events leading to a car accident. A time line has time
points and time intervals, or any combination of them, as
elements. Events and states take place in time intervals and
time points of a time line, respectively. Objects are
orthogonal to time lines, as tiey participate in states and
events of the corresponding time lines. Table 2 shows these
analogies.

Spatird Domain

layer

objects have a position
in space

position of objects can
be points, lines, regions

or a combination
ihereof

Temporal Domain

time lime

objects exist in time

existence of objects in
time can be in time

points, time intervals, or
a combination thereof

temporal objects and
time lines are orthogonal

Table 2 AnaIogiesbetweenspaceand time.

S. MEETING USERS MODELING
REQUIREMENTS

Spatial objects, spatial attributes, layers, time points, time
intervals, and their combination provide an elegant way of
dezhg with users modeling requirements

● The representation of objects with position in space, and
existence in time results in the representation of spatial
objects in time points, i.e., snapshots of spatial objects in
time.

● The need to capture the change of position in space over
time is met by capturing objects in time periods, which
consist of time points and time intervals. If the change of
object’s position is continuous, then we have motion. If the
change is discrete, then we have snapshots, versions or
changes of the object.

● The definition of attributes of space (spatial attributes)
in time is given in terms of temporal layers, i.e., snapshots
of layers.

● The need to capture the change of spatial attributes over
time is met by capturing layers in time periods. Depending
on the application domain, this requirement is translated
into snapshots or a’ersionsof maps (or layers), or the life of
a pherzomeno?q or simple, discrete changes on the layer.

. The connection of spatial attribute and objects is
achieved by the orthogonal relationship between layers and
objects (see Figure 1).

● Spatial relationships among objects in time are reduced
to algebraic or geometric conditions (integrity constraints)
among their positions (which are geometric fi=wes).

● Relationships among
reduced to algebraic or
constraints) among layers.

spatial attributes in time are
geometric conditions (integrity

. Finally, spatiotemporal integrity constraints-imposed
either by the user or the designer-for the integrity of the
database are translated into constraints among objects,
layers, and their combinations.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Spatiotemporal applications design has hitherto focused on
the physical data organization and quite understandably so,
because of the volume and complexity of the data. In this
paper, we focus on the phase of requirement analysis for
spatiotemporal applications and we address the involved
spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal concepts. The goal is
to support the developer’s better understanding about
spatiotemporal applications, by providing the concepts and
the notations needed ‘in such environments; these concepts,
will later be translated into specific constructs and
implementation issues.

Firstly, we present a set of user requirements for
spatiotemporal applications, based on the experience from
two real large-scale projects ([22] for the design and
development of a network utility management system, and
[5] for the design of a cadastral database). We deal only
with modeling requirements. Then, ~ efiaustive
presentation of the necessary spatial and temporal concepts
one should take into accoun~ when he/she deals with
modeling user requirements, is given. More specifically, the
concepts of space, spatial objects, spatial attributes, fields,
time and models of time are presented and then combined,
resulting in the spatiotemporal concepts of snapshot,
changes, and versions of objects and maps, motion, and
phenomena, which are essential to accommodate
spatiotemporal needs. Finally, we show how the presented
concepts meet the previously listed users’needs.

This work is part of a larger effort for the analysis, design
and implementation of spatiotemporal applications. As
requirements analysis is the first phase of an application
development methodology, followed by the conceptual and
logical modeling and the implementation, the next step is to
franslate the concepts presented here, into specific
constructs of semantic models, to capture spatiotemporrd
information. We are currently working on the extension of
the Entity-Relationship model towards this direction [21]
and its translation into an extended relational model [20] to
accommodate the needs of the spatial and temporal domain.
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